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19th May 1978
As the beatification of Fr. Laval draws near, many people,
wishino to know more about him, have asked for a short account
of his life. In view of the success of the special issue of " Pentec6te sur le Monde" (July-August 1976), I invited Fr. Paul Bernier
to write a brochure on the subject, practical in form and well
illustrated.

PERE LAVAL

-

meets this requirement. Those who read it will find it well
worthwhile. The author draws a good picture of Jacques-Desire
Laval , missionary priest in the Island of Mauritius. He wins us
to him and points out the prophetic aspect of his evangelical
life and apostolate. Most especially he shows his love of the
poor and his call on the laity to im plant the church of Jesus
Christ. He also shows how apposite the message of Fr. Laval is
in this post-Conciliar age.
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Paul BERNIER

JACQUESDESIRE LAVAL
..-

Extract from
the birth-register

Born: September 18, 1803
The third of five children. His mother died when he was
seven-and-a-half years old. His father re-married and two
other children were born of this marriage.
His early studies were made under the guidance of his
father's brother, a country Parish Priest, and at the Junior
Seminary of Evreux. Later his father entered him at the
College of St. Stanislaus in Paris, where he obtained a
B.A. at the age of twenty two .
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"I wore
out several
horses"

1835-1842
Country Doctor
Church Student

A member of the middle class in upper
Normandy in the last century.

Parish Priest

The Former Seminary of St. Sulpice
In the days of Fr. Laval the seminary consisted of a House of Philosophy at
lssy-le-Moulineaux, another of Theology at Paris. The Paris seminary was
rebuilt by the Government after the Restoration and confided to the Company
of St. Su/pice. The Government however retained the ownership and, in 1906,
after the Law of Separation, took possession of the property once more.
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This was a man who thought first of becoming a priest,
but became a doctor.
A handsome man, too, though one shoulder was slightly
higher than the other. He loved horses, though he was not
a
rider. He lived well, wi th even a touch of luxury. He
had "'a n ample livelihood from his profession; he was a
charitable m an, good company.
"I worked hard. I wore out several h orses . I was called
on all sides since I charged nothing for professional visits.
I was not really interested in money. Marriage did not appeal
to m e" .
This easy bachelor life lasted five years.
In the lives of the saints we often, perhaps too often, look
for some singular event, a miracle, a sign from heaven ,
something like Saul's experience on the road to Damascus .
But this would make it too easy. The saints could not be
our models if sanctity cost them nothing. That the grace of
conversion like all grace is a free gift, does not rule out merit
of one kind or another. Fr. Laval had one day a fall from his
horse which could have killed him. Anyone can have such
an accident; in his case it had nothing to do with his decision,
already taken, to enter a seminary.
Despite appearances, Dr. Laval, having given up the
practice of his religion, had been increasingly unhappy.
The dream of his youth returned to take hold of him. First
he began to prefer the company of the pious. Not being a
man for half measures h e took to piety himself wh oleheartedly. It meant nothing to him that the ch ange caused
some astonishment among his friends. They r eceived a
bigger shock when they heard that he would enter a seminary.
Was this a convert's fad ? Was it the sudden fervour of the
repentant sinner? Some thought so. Fortunately those whom
he consulted saw clearly that he was the kind of man who
would not be happy save with the high est ideal.
The seminarist k ept up the spiritual momentum, quickening his pace of anything, as if keen to make up for lost
time. He tried vainly to hide his mortifications - his very
appearance betrayed him .
It was in 1853 that the future Beatus entered the famous
seminary of St. Sulpice . Towards the end of December, 1838,
he was ordained priest; fifteen days later, he was appointed
to a little parish in his native diocese.
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"They are

making a
fool of you,

Father"

Pinterville is a pleasant place about 30 kilometres, say
nineteen miles, from Rouen, capital of Normandy, Rouen
wh ere St. Joan of Arc was burned at the stake. Today you
will see two stained glass windows in the parish church
';Vhich commemorate the one-time pastor - though both
s<>u ffered in the bombing of the second world war: one shows
him among his parishioners in Mauritius, the other depicts
him in prayer before the altar of the church in Pinterville.
When Fr. Laval first came there the population of 483
was half agricultural, half working-class. A dozen came to
Sunday Mass and half that number did their Easter duty ;
the others came to church only for baptisms, marriages and
burials. The story is that in the two years spent in this parish
the future apostle of Mauritius saw fifty return to their
religious practice, some twenty adults coming to Holy Communion and a number of marriages regularised. How much
more would he see during the twenty two years he was to
spend in Mauritius.
Yet statistics do not give the true measure of this man. No
figures, however impressive, give the stuff of holiness. True,
saints have died without accomplishing a single conversion,
known in their lifetime. When Fr. Laval's parishioners spoke
of him unanimously as a saint - a saint in his own mould,
some would say - they were not thinking of baptisms,
communions and marriages. They judged him as a priest,
by the works by which, as St. James would have said, "he
showed his faith" : today we should speak of witness.
Four o'clock in the morning saw him in the church and he
did not leave until ten. As well as saying Mass he was given
to lengthy prayer : at the beginning he used to kneel on the
altar steps; later he would pray in a hidden corner of the
church, stretched on the stone floor. He did admit once that in
winter it was right cold . "Not to worry", h e immediateiy
added, "I can tell you that prayer warms the heart".
Inevitably with such a man, down and outs found their way
to the presbytery door. The house keeper complained to the
parish priest, too easy a mark, she thought, for these professional beggars ; they even passed his name around in their
habitual manner. "They're making a fool of you, Father".
"No", he replied quietly, "it's themselves they're fooling".

4

The Church at Pinterville
(Diocese of Evreux)
Where even in the depth of
Winter Father Laval could be
found from 4.a.m lost in
prayer.
The presbytery was a meeting-place for the ooor and needy.
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"Leave your country
For the land that I will show you,
(Gen. XII, 1)

Fr. Laval was a country P.P. in France for two years only.
Was there ever a time when he thought it might be for life? A
small thing can cha nge a life. In Father Laval's case it was the
visit of two seminarians from St. Sulpice.
Only a year out of the seminary, h e remembers, amongst others,
Mr. Le Vavasseur (a native of Bourbon, called Reunion today),
Mr. Tisserant (whose mother was from Haiti) and Libermann (the
convert-Jew).
6

The abolition of slavery was taking place and Le Vavasseur and
Tisserant seemed obsessed by the future lot of the Black Race, by
the possibility of evangelizing them. They talked and talked while
Libermann lis ten ed.
Libermanfl was indeed "different" . Son of an Alsatian Rabbi,
he was
his father's curse since the day h e became a Catholic.
A man of striking piety and Christian resignation, he was obliged
to leave the seminary when he was stricken by epilep sy. However,
those who discerned his exceptional gift for counselling secured
his appointment, while s till but a seminarist, as Master of novices
with the E udist Fathers. He was slightly known to Fr. Laval.
From his two seminarist visitors Fr. Laval learned tha t the
project of a mission to the Black race was about to b ecome a
r eality. Things were so far advanced that Libermann himself had
set out for Rome; he would seek p apal approval for his plan
to set up a society of priests to serve this apostolate.
The parishioners of Pinterville would have been victims of a
great illusion did they now think that they could keep Fr. Laval
in their midst. When he saw opening before him the way that
would lead him to the service of the under-privileged, his decision
to enter it was spontaneous. This was his destiny ; to this, without
reservation, h e felt that mysterious call. Little did the good folk
of his parish think as h e set out for the island of Mauritius to
work ther e as he had worked among them, tha t one day he would
b e the b est known and most venerable priest in that la nd faraway
in the Indian ocean.
But why Mauritius?
The Mauritians, proud of their national hero, scarcely know
that the diocese of Port-Louis p layed a part in the beginning of
the Socie ty of the Holy Heart of Mary. This was Libermann's
foundation and its first member to work overseas was Fr. Laval.
The then bishop, Dr. Collier, in E urope to recruit priest s for his
diocese, declared his readiness to sponsor the new Ins titute.
He gave practical expression to the wish . Fr. Libermann was
ordained priest for the diocese of Port-Louis to satisfy the requirem ents of church law - a priest must b e officially spqnsored
by establish ed authority, which takes responsibility for him.
Dr. Collier thus played a vital role in a socie ty which would begin
the nine teenth century missionary revival. He h ad a n immediate
bonus on his courageous decision. J acques-Desire Laval was at
once a llowed to accompany him to Mauritius without d oing his
novitiate. This was a debt of honour to the new b ishop of
Port-Lou is.
7

A view of the suburbs of Port-Louis, capital of Mauritius, taken
from the verandah of the Bishop's House.
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Empty- handed ...
The island of Mauritius very nearly missed the great
blessing that was to come upon it. Almost, one feels, against
the .,.grain was the man now considered a national hero,
allowed even to set foot on the soil- it was 15th September,
1841.
The country was still a British colony. The Governor must
have got a shock that morning when he was officially informed that on the boat which had reached the island
the evening before there were the newly appointed bishop
and four missionaries, one of whom was a Frenchman.
Really! Had he not asked through the highest authority that
the presence of French clergymen in Mauritius be declared
objectionable! But Providence took a hand in things. The
boat carrying Fr. Laval had left London before the Governor's
letter, which would have barred his departure for the island,
arrived.
In the same letter opposition to the Bishop's own appointment was expressed. Though of British nationality he
was thought to be too French in outlook and education.
...

·::

Eventually agreement was reached on the minimum conditions the bishop, himself in an embarrassing position,
could achieve: by simple decree from London, on the occasion of any incident whatsoever, Fr. Laval could b e, at a
day's notice, expelled from the island: sent back home.
Home he had none. He had wound up his affairs, giving
all his possession to the nascent Congregation.
So thus he landed on the island, a priest of God, almost
a stateless person : empty-handed.
There is not much point in castigating the British representative. Such men 1ive with the conditions of their time.
In the years still to run before Fachoda and the Entente
Cordiale, the English and the French practised a firm mutual
disregar d and distrust. Fr. Laval was not unduly upset;
circumstances were combining to give him the setting of
lowliness and deprivation which would have been his choice.
The way things worked out convinced him more than ever
of the rightness of his vocation.
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Others before him
The pon-Christians of Mauritius proclaim that Fr. Laval
contri"l<>uted signally to the emancipation of the Blacks - to
which Christians would add "by preaching Jesus Ch rist to
them". The abolition of slavery had been declared as a
principle in 1835; it would be put into effect four years
later. We should rather speak, in regard to Fr. Laval's
ministry, of genuine liberation, a mor e comprehensive idea,
as will readily be seen.
To respect the record it should also be pointed out that
the Catholic Church's interest in the under-privileged Blacks
did not begin with Fr. Laval; nor was h e, in his time, the
only worker for this cause. During the eighteenth century
the Vincentians who began the work of evangelization in
the island of Mauritius h onoured their society by their
religious and humanitarian initiatives. The aim of their
apostolate during the seventy years they worked in the
island, an apostolate often, especially a t the outset, carried
on in th e worst condition s, was to provide inst ruction for
the slaves, to defend and p ro tect them in the only limited
way they could do so.
The years just before the arrival of Fr. Laval h ad seen the
effective work of a Mauritian priest, Hippolyte Deroullede,
whose zeal was universally recognised, who none the less
got little reward for his lab our, in fact, died in disgrace.
Protestants, on their side, would be s urprised if nothing were
said about Jean Lebrun, a minister sent b y the London Missionary Society who campaigned all his life for equality
of races and for adequate sch oolin g facili ties .
It remains true that just at this time there was little to
rejoice about in the state of the Catholic Church; the pace
had slack ened, if one h esitates to speak of decaden ce. This
explains in part - only in part, for there was anoth er reason
as we sh all see - wh y, in contrast with the opposition of
the civil authorities , the people of th e island greeted enthusiastically the newly arrived missionaries, the hope, as
it appeared, of revival.
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Part of the fresco of the new Holy Ghost Church, which has become
the sanctuary for pilgrims visiting the tomb nearby.

He loved the poor
"Gold and silver I have
none, but
what I have I

give you''.

(Acts III, 6)

There are many kinds of poor, for poverty takes on
many different aspects. From the day of Fr. Laval's
arrival in Mauritius until the day he died, the poor in
the very degree of their hardship, were his essential
interest. At the bottom of the social ladder were the
Blacks who had just emerged from slavery.
The problems that came in the wake of emancipation
were not restricted to Mauritius; they were the same
wherever there had been slaves. These people given
freedom were · not automatically guaranteed equal
treatment by citizens with long estabished status. How
could they hope to gain at once a sense of their dignity,
an idea of their rights and duties, and of the conventions
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which govern social life? Doubtless, at the moment of emancipation, their lot was not at a ll as grievous as at the beginning of the
slave trade; with the passage of time cruelty of any kind was
rather an exception. Some were well treated; there were even
those .;vho opted freely to stay on with their masters.
It is none the less true that, without blackenin g th e picture,
slavery remains what it is, the shame of Christian peoples . Most
of these unfortunate ones would have no desire to return to the
land on which they had sweated like beasts of burden; most of
them would have no wish to seek employment or a living in the
trade they had practised as slaves. Idlers, still numerous, would
add to the misery with acts of theft, rape, looting, burning, murder
and drunken r ecklessness.
The emancipated would join the ranks of the runaway slaves
from before emancipation, escapees who lived in the woods, always
the dread of the ordinary population, in Mauritius as elsewhere.
Five months after his arrival in Mauritius Fr. Lava l gave this account of the situation facing him: "Corrup tion and licentiousness
are unbelievable. There are some 80,000 Blacks in the island ; I am
the only one to care for them. Half of them are not baptised; those
who are live like pagans. Very few have b een married in church.
They leave and return to each other several times . They are given
to drunkenness ... All the young Black girls are the objects of
debauchery b y their masters or b y young white Ma uritians.
Blacks born in the island, who are called creoles, are corrupt.
I try to deal with a few poor Malgaches and Mozambicans".
Probably the first to take frigh t at the use made by the
emancipated slaves of their freedom were those who h ad debased
th em by their own bad example of coarseness, immorality and
injustice. The whole population, whites and the coloure d who
had been born free, h ad a common feeling of insecurity. That
was the second reason why Dr. Collier and his missionaries were
so warmly welcomed. Since many of th e emancipated Blacks were
known to be baptised, perhaps these clergymen wh o had just arrived
and who were so highly spoken of would be the best qualified
to improve their morals? In such circumstances the Te Deum
12

sung at the cathedral in their honour was less a T e Deum of
triumph than of relief.
, ;':

...·: ....

When .fhe ceremony was over Fr. Laval set to work. It was
known that, on orders from the bishop, h e was to devote himself
especially to the Blacks. It could then b e expected that the white
citizens, reassured, would b e true to their first sentiments and
would help him in his difficult task. Nothing of the kind happened.
They let it be seen that for them moral improvement of the Blacks
merely meant k eeping them tame.
The missionary was disturbing the way of life which they had
taken for granted. It was all right to remind people that all men
were equal and promised eternal life, that we must love our
neighbour as ourselves. That was the kind of sermon they had
heard since childhood- the man was only doing his duty. It was
all right too if h e wore a patched cassock, travelled about on a
donkey, was happy to spend time chatting in his hut with Blacks
- who had no idea of how time should b e spent - remained
in the church well into the night. All that disturbed no one. He
was a "character".
But all the same it was going a bit far, even for a "character",
to say every Sunday a special Mass for the Blacks, in order that
they should have the church entirely to themselves. He did this
because h e did not like the idea of giving them, at the ordinary
Masses, a place at the end of the church, behind the wooden grill.
However, as it all took place at midday, that is at siesta time, they
could still let things be; the church would scarcely collapse as a
result.
Before long things did turn sour. It was not so much because
Fr. Laval, as rumour had it, was performing more and more
baptisms, was regularising the life of more and more couples,
even constructing church es - these things had been done by
others before him.
It was the man's ideology and his way of interfering in people's
lives that made him a problem. His religious instruction and his
13

numerous public exercises of piety took too much time of the
domestic staff.
Wor.,se still, Fr. Laval's campaign against profligacy was suctoo well. That made him a trouble-maker who must be
eliminated. Mocker y, street songs a nd even calumny were used:
the latter was to b e expected. "Why did this man leave his own
country? ". As if that were no t enough, his enemies entered by
force the very church where h e preached. "I don't go looking
for your women at the shows", he shouted in the midst of the
rowdyism. "I don't disturb you: do not you disturb me".
Another day he felt obliged to take an upper-class gentleman,
who wandered through the church staring at the women firmly
by the arm: "Sir, the one you are looking for is not here ". There
would have been a violent attack on his person tha t day if his Black
"children" h ad not stepped in to protect him.

Determined to carry on as h e h a d begun, Fr. Laval took courage
in such sayings, which h e repeated , as "God is stronger than the
devil". He was proved right. With God's help h e won out, h elped
too by Christians from the white section of the population.
Because of those who captured the limelight through shouting
loudest, something that often happens, we should not condemn
a whole social class. The upper-class of Mauritius at that time
included families which were entirely honorable, even if this
class, as a whole, was affected by indifferentism in religious
practice.
Moreover, as the Mauritian Blacks had Fr. Laval, the white
population had an apostle in the person of a Belgian priest , a
sensitive scholar, an artist, eloquent and zealous, founder of the
Mauritian Congregation of the Sisters of Our Lady of Good and
Perpetual Help. He was buried, at his request, among the lepers.
He was Fr. Masuy. The two men were intimate friends, which
should show that Fr. Laval was not prejudiced against the Whites.
He had many friends among them, some converts of his own.
14
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Though known as apostle of the Blacks, it should not be presumed
that he confined himself to them.
We shall concede, since he said so himself, that to win his
corner, h,(did not do things by halves. He had no choice, in the
opinion of his contemporaries. "All would have been lost", says
a representative of his Congregation sent on visitation, "if he had
shown weakness". In the clash the prize was the dignity of the man.
The opposition did not die at once. As conversions increased
in number Fr. Laval became an issue outside the membership
of the Church. Interest was stirred far beyond church walls
because those attached to the missionary were to be found
everywhere, and everywhere they were ardent in their faith.
The papers of the island saw that they had something to exploit.
Controversy followed: some maintained that this so-called religion
with many external signs like medals and processions was an
embarrassing, possibly dangerous form of superstition; others
pointed to the results on the social level, the improvement of
morals, the practice of mutual aid.
In all that a champion of the Black Race should not see grounds
for any too emotional protest. Those who go against the current
disturb the waters. Nothing good is had without trouble. What
has been· mentioned should not be taken as persecution.
"Do what is right and let people say what they will" is too
prosaic a motto for Fr. Laval. Let us alter it and say: "Do what
is right and leave the rest to God".

***
On arrival in Mauritius Fr. Laval had been appointed Curate in
the cathedral parish and this would remain his official title until
his death. By his own choice he set up house in a shanty made
of a few wooden planks in the presbytery yard; it was given the
title "the Wooden Summer-house". As he lived in the manner of the
poor, these could visit him as if he were one of themselves.
The Wooden Summer-house is gone. This is a pity. A visit to
15

it would add something by way of insight to the pilgrimage
cust9marily made to Fr. Laval's tomb .

..,

A few personal possessions left by him would remind visitors of
the life he lived and the work he did. His crucifix for example
would b e there as would his hairshirt, and the two catechisms
which he composed to teach his flock the great truths of the gospel
in an understandable idiom.
The crucifix and the hairshirt would recall the personal
conviction of the m an of God that the very first means to win souls
for God are prayer and mortification. With these h e begG\n as he
waited for the poor to see that it was really for them that he had
come.
Not that h e had long to wait. There were soon so many people
passing through the presbytery yard that a door had to be opened
in the boundary wall at the far end to make his hut easier to reach
and to avoid disturbing the other members of the community.
What, we may ask ourselves, did he talk about in his conversations with these members of the submerged tenth of the p opulation? It takes no effort of the imagination to suppose that he
heard in confidence their daily worries, serious or trivial; he listened because h e felt that his priesthood came into play even if h e
seemed to lose his time when they spoke without saying anything
in particular. He certainly spoke to them of God whose favourite
creatures they were.
Here there is something that must be said once for all. Fr. Laval
must be seen for what he was: his objective was not social uplift
but evangelization. Clearly one does not go without the other. To
teach the necessary preparation for baptism which makes us
children of God is in fact to inculcate the practice of the Christian
virtues. These are essentially human : charity, justice, chastity.
All those who h ave worked in primary evangelization have experienced the difficulty of teaching the truths of the faith to minds
not prepared for them. It was not by any stroke of genius that
Fr. Laval succeeded better and more quickly than others . The first
16

The new Cathedral, opened in PORT-LOUIS in 1933.

part of his secret was· his mortification; after which the most important factor was undoubtedly his innate and practical sense of
respect for human persons . This is rarely found as h e manifested
it. For the first time in their lives those who h ad so recently b een
experienced profound love from one who thought them
worthy of it, even if he did at times point to their shortcomings.
One way of showing respect for our fellow-men is to be available
to them, but in a way that does not spring from condescension,
as if we were consciously holding our own superiority in reserve.
This latter attitude is especially harmful in teaching others: "A
missionary", said Fr. Laval, "must have so conquered people by
his holiness that they believe what h e says because he says it. He
must set forth the truths of the faith simply".
But simplicity was not fashionable, even in the pulpit, in those
days of the romantic movement . Mauritius was no exception.
17

There arrived on the isla nd about that time a preacher noted for
his oratorical outbursts. For a whole week h e filled the church.
The papers quoted him with delight: "He showed us the great
figure of Marius wandering among th e ruins of Carthage ... He
rem!llded us of Hannibal who from the Alpine heights pointed out
to his weary legions the smiling plains of Italy".
The good missionary \.vas understandably annoyed; "This
man", h e said, "has done a great deal of harm here ... He has given
our people a taste for things that do not suit them. What these
working-class people want is simple teaching tha t they can grasp,
not dazzling speeches, not a sh owy style. Nothing will do them
now but polished, precious di splays".
In his own apostolate he undertook written preparation of his
instructions on God's word so as to render it accessible t o all.
Preference should always b e given to what is genuine. Another
notable ecclesiastical visitor made this painful discovery. He
thought that Fr. Laval lacked a sense of colourful ceremonies, of
the k ind that appealed to the Blacks - on the island of Bourbon
for example, for so h e felt. So one day h e put on a festive ceremony of this ki nd : young girls of irreproachable virtue wore
muslin crowns, there were gay dresses, plenty of candles and
hymns. The din of it all upset almost everyone, civil authorities ,
White Mauritians, Protestants. The visitor h ad to admit tha t his
me thod had no effect beyond the time it lasted .
The Christian neophytes , with a little thought, agreed that
gaudy displays, even in church, ar e no substitute for living faith,
which must b e translated into everyday conduct. Having gained
their trust and affection Fr. Laval could scold and r ebuke them.
He could put it to them that if they wanted to take their place in
the community they should learn not to live beyond their means.
They should not spend the little money they h a d, just to show
off. Again allowing that all have an equal right to education, they
should not, merely to satisfy ambition, force children to pursue
studies, like Latin and Greek, for which they had no ability, while
the country so lacked good workers and agriculture was sh ort of
manpower.
18

The task of creating a Christian mentality in his converts, of
giving them a solid set of values was arduous. Fr. Laval's confidential remarks echo the sentiment of any missionary who is wholeheartedly given to his work, for men are much the same everywhere. Otfe day things are going marvellously, hope is in the air.
Another time, with news of departures from the fold, it becomes
clear that by baptising people one does not make them saints.
Probably in some such dark moment the. brave missionary spoke
such words as the'se, almost as a sigh: "Well, let us hope that
heaven will make up for all this!" Later on, when the problem
would be how to cope with the crowding numbers of converts,
Fr. Laval and his valiant colleagues would look almost incredibly
back to the difficult beginnings.
Providence watches over all. Who knows? If Fr. Laval had not
been alone in the field at the outset, time might have been endlessly spent on meetings, and on discussions as to how things should
be done. He did not feel that he was cut out to be the superior of
a community and he was not the man to impose his will on others,
so there might have been much pulling in opposite directions. He
might never have got the idea of lay collaborators, save for one
or other lady patroness from the white or creole population,
scarcely the type he needed. He was obliged then to call on his
"poor Blacks". It would never do to treat them as menials : of
that they certainly had had enough, and such an attitude never
occured to him. He gave them then specific assignments. The
names of those of the early days have come down to us, with even
the nicknames which some retained from their slave days. It
should also be remembered that Fr. Laval founded the first catechetical school of Mauritius, at Port Louis.
One of Fr. Laval's biographers comments thus:
- "The great conversion movement of the whole island and
the churches which sprang from the ground like a 'springtime of
grace' were due to this evangelisation of Blacks by Blacks".
"A springtime of grace". This hits it off so well. There would
be a whole book to write about these men and women of strong
faith, a book more precious than its equivalent in poetry. Even
Fr. Laval, who knew his people so well, was astonished. "It's miraculous", he used to say.
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Port-Louis: PAGODAS and MOSQUES

Here the shops on street-level contrast with the religious
atmosphere inside the building.

NON-CHRISTIANS IN MAURITIUS
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Temples
Th e Hindus are
divided into Hindis and Tamils.
Hindi
are
austere; Tamil
ones highly decorated.

A little Tamil temple on the roadside. Before it the
famous " fire-walking ceremony" takes place. It has
given rise to much
discussion but
should not be
written off as sorcery.

«Father Laval»: Everyman's Man!

"His presence in Mauritius, h is work in life, h is spirit wh ich remains
with us since death, surpasses all distinctions of r ace, colour or
religion ".
R . RAMPHUL (a Hindu)
Mauritian delegate to U.N.O.
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Who would have thought that these good folk could establish
a mutual aid society to help the destitute of Mauritius, that they
would be able to manage it themselves? Would one have thought
that certain society ladies would return to the practice of their
religiqn when they had been spoken to by their old domestic servant§)?
The most striking aspect of the growing Christianity was not so
much liturgical gatherings as the construction - or reconstruction after cyclones - of churches, buildings of different size
designed to hold the new congregations. A missionary who had
been Fr. Laval's colleague for seventeen years would later say:
"I am still frightened when I recall the vast works carried out at
that time by Christians who were so poor.
These same Christians showed that their deep faith would issue
in the service of their fellow-countrymen during two cholera epidemics which ravaged the island.
Soon, established Mauritian society, white or creole, saw the
beginnings of a new social class; it would be ignored at considerable risk.
Fr. Laval would have wished to comfort all those in misery, to
take upon himself the sufferings of men so as to raise their manner of living. He was naturally thought of as most suited to bring
the consolations of the faith to the most unfortunate, prisoners
and ·those condemned to death. This he assumed as a "beautiful
task" and he thanked the Lord for having called him to it.

After all, they were men ...
"I shall not get vexed. I am like the Father of a sick
child who walks slowly through the crowds, carrying
inside him the loud silence of his home".
(SAINT-EXUPERY)

Some think that the man of God baptised 63,000 Blacks. That
would be a huge number for one man. We may perhaps explain it
as a global figure. Mauritians tended to include in his name all
who, inspired by him, helped in the spiritual and moral revival
of the island, particularly his colleagues in the apostolate.
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For the first six years he lived alone; but he constantly asked
for helpers and companions. The missionaries sent to him were
not without faults, which some later writers were tempted to
exaggerate. One of the temptations of the hagiographer is to extol
his subjest's holiness at the expense of those who lived with him .

•.·

Fr. Laval's early companions were courageous workers, men at
whom, on grounds of conduct, no one could point a finger. To
appreciate fully his good luck in this respect, he had only to recall
the state in which he saw the clergy when he landed on the island.
We have to turn for a moment to the beginnings of a community
of Holy Ghost Fathers in Mauritius. Fr. Laval was put in charge
of it, very much against his will.
Probably the Mauritians know nothing of the trials of this time.
They arose, not from the apostolate but from the fact that the
missionaries were religious. These were domestic matters, it might
be said, of no public interest.
That is true: the archives of Religious Institutes must contain a
vast amount of correspondence concerning the details of small
family quarrels or differences. The day when someone wishing to
get into print by drawing on these sources for his book is happily
long gone.
In this case however it is not quite the same. The circumstances
to which we refer provide an opportunity to reveal the strength
of soul, the great humility of Fr. Laval, and his union with God.
Without him, there is every reason to believe, many of his companions, discouraged, would have withdrawn, and that would
have dealt a mortal blow to the work of evangelisation in Mauritius.
Fr. Laval and his companions were among the very first members of the young Congregation· of the Holy Heart of Mary, founded by Fr. Libermann. They were not very well briefed on a big
decision being discussed in Paris soon after they had left for
Mauritius which would affect the existence of their Society : their
Congregation, as things were being planned, would cease to exist,
being absorbed in another, 140 years old, which was dying out for
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At IVRY-LA-BATAILLE (upper Normandy), a stained-glass window recalls the
life of Fr. Laval in Mauritius.
Dr. Laval practised at IVRY before entering the Seminary. He was the f irst to
bring people together to celebrate the month of Mary; he often went to
neighbours at the close of evening to recite the rosary with them.
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bronze bust by the Italian, Mazzone, a gift of the
representative of Mauritius at U.N.O., confided to the
care of the Catholic Church.

There are many fairly distinctive churches in Mauritius.
Above: Among those existing at the time of Fr. Laval,
at " Long Mountain", Our Lady of Rescue. The stone
nave was built by parishioners in the life-time of Fr.
Laval.
The cross, blessed by Fr. Laval on Passion Sunday,
March 28, 1849, has on the cross-piece an iron crucifix,
saved from profanation at the time of the French Revolution. It was brought to Mauritius by Fr. Laval.

..

An oratory on the road-side .

lack of recruits, but which had a valuable legal warrant. This, they
soon learned, had happened.
To b e truthful, at that time membership of their religious society w:as their entire source of security; they had nowhere to turn
outside it. They felt abandoned, betrayed almost. They did not
have planes as we do, to fly back and forth , sometimes merely for
news. Some of them thought of looking for freedom from their
commitment. Fr. Laval, for his part, was not without anxiety. He
may well have asked himself if he had not taken too great a r isk
when he entered so quickly a Society which was to disappear so
soon after being born. He retained his serenity.
When the facts were fully reported all were happy to have
trusted Libermann : call it his genius or, as a Mauritian priest put
it, "the sense of history one sees in th e saints".
The community having successfully withstood the shock was
soon faced with another problem.
They were now at the height of the religious r evival in the island.
The missionaries, unable to meet the demands on their ministry
needed some assurance at least that they were spiritually on
course. This was not to be given them easily. They were members
of a Congregation obliged to present accounts, to adhere to a
domestic regulation which prescribed each day at fixed times and
in common, prayers, spiritual exercises, meal s, recreation, authorised departures from the community. How could they reconcile
all that with the load imposed by a parish of 80,000 souls, with the
fact that a number of people may die on the same day, with
distances that had to b e covered? ...
Fr. Libermann was dead. The young Superior General who followed him, aged thirty-four, was an administrator with no experience of the pastoral ministry. He wrote to the community in
Mauritius: "You are too much missionaries, not sufficiently r eligious". To which one missionary replied, without putting too fine
a point on it, that if he were on the spot he would change his ideas.
How could an understanding be reached? Orders came from
Paris nearly 7,000 miles from Mauritius. Between a letter and the
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reply five or six months passed. In such circumstances the crisis
could last a long time; it did last.
Fr. Laval thought he was principally involved since h e was the
superior. He had to give courage to his colleagues, who felt
disowned"'and who possibly suffered more for him than for themselves . Men are only human .
Would he advise his fellow missionaries to make the best of all
this annoyance? What did h e know about rules and decrees and
the other probl ems of administration? He had done no novitiate
and seemed none the worse for the fact. He was doing as well as
any other. Paris was far away. After all, if he followed his private
inclination he would have spent his time before the tabernacle.
He who sacrificed his yearning for contemplation to action could
well have felt justified in writing to Paris that no one beats to the
point of collapse, a team of horses that is pulling with a ll its
strength. The essential was not to undermine the work of evangelisation.
He did nothing of the kind. Instead he b ehaved as humbly as a
child caught misbehaving. He took endless pains to produce a
"little community regulation" which would take everything into
account; this he submitted to the superiors. In a further report
he could say that everyone was the better for the regulation and
happier as a result.
"Only the proud are discouraged" Fr. Laval once wrote "because
they do not know their own weakness".

It would be wrong to present the Superior General and the
official visitors sent by him and his Council in a bad light beside
the little Mauritian community. These men in Paris had the heavy
responsibility of keeping a religious Society faithful to the spirit
of its founder and to the rules approved by the Church. The
responsibility was all the more serious since the Soci ety was still
in its early years. Its future, which could mean its existence,
depended on the way every turning-point was taken.
There is plenty of evidence to show that the Superiors judged
Fr. Laval at his true value. Knowing, for instance, that he would
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Children of the parish of Rochebois (nea r Port-Louis) leaving church after Sunday
Mass.

be spoken of after his death, they had asked him to a llow his
photograph to be taken, to write his memoirs-this h e never did.
But not all men are like Fr. Laval !
Less obvious than his external works, the good accomplished
by Fr. Laval at this critical time, for the benefit of his missionary
collaborators, was perhaps just as important even for the liberation of the poor Blacks of Mauritius. "He bore within him the
great silence of the house". He did more: he offered to God the
sufferings of his colleagues, the first of his children.
In the silence of the night, Fr. Laval prayed.
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Friday, September 9, 1864:
T{fen
it was known how much "they" loved him
...,
At 3 o'clock in the morning, an hour earlier than in Pinterville, Fr. Laval set out for the cathedral. His mortifications
took on a frightening aspect with the passage of time: perpetual fast, hair-shirt, sleep on the ground, deprivations of
every kind. He pushed things to the the very limit, to the
point where, as he said, "his poor body could bear no more".
I{is superiors felt it a duty to restrain him; his reaction was
one of apparent self-mockery: "I know that my body will
not be too vexed with such advice" . But at the age of fifty
nine he was worn out; self-inflicted bodily mortification was
henceforth beyond him. He came round to a more reasonable
view : "Here we have no need to look for penance; it is at ·
times closer to us than we would wish. As to myself, I am
covered with prickly skin sores which give me no respite".

-.·: . ·:. *
The deep attachment of the Mauritians to Fr. Laval was
given its fullest expression when news was heard that he
was not expected to survive an apoplectic attack. Those
who wished to see him could only reach his bedside through
an immense crowd of Blacks, all of them in tears. He died
early in the afternoon of Friday, 9th September, 1864. When,
on the following Sunday, at II o'clock in the morning, the
coffin was closed, 20,000 people had passed before it. At the
funeral on the same day 40,000 were present to give the
ceremony an air of triumph. He had expressed the wish to
be buried at the foot of the Calvary before the church of the
Holy Cross "so that his children" as he put it "could pause
as they passed to pray for the repose of his soul". The funeral procession took three hours to cover the two miles
journey. Those whom he called "his children", the Blacks,
competed for the honour of carrying, if only a few feet, the
heavy coffin lined with lead.
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- above left:

the old "vault" re-

built on the left of the new
church of the Holy Ghost.
Edgar Beaubois, the Anglican, miraculously cured of a
serious skin disease declared
incurable, when visiting Fr. Laval's tomb on July 17, 1923.

- above'

-

opposite:

pilgrims around the

new sarcophagus.
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IN THE LAND OF FR. LAVAL
MAURITIUS
- "Fr. Laval is a Mauritian, Sir"
- The Message of Fr. Laval
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MAURITIUS
Europeans, Portuguese in fact, first
set foot on Mauriiian soil at the beginning of the 16ttf"century. For a long
time before that the country was
known only to the Arabs. The Portuguese domination lasted only a hundred years.
The Dutch followed them , but after
two unsuccessful attempts, definitely
gave up in 1710.
The French presence came between
that of the Dutch and the English.
They landed on 20th September, 1712.
Nine years later they "sold" it to the
East India Company and redeemed it
when the same company was on the
verge of bankruptcy in 1767. They held
it until the time England, then mistress
of the seas, began to interfere. The
French left their mark, at least by their
cooperation in the development of the
island through the Governor, Franc;:ois
Mahe de Ia Bourdonnais. The Isle of
France - this was the name of Mauritius at the time came to be
known as "the star and key of the Indian Ocean". They also made French
the language of the country. The English must be complimented for having respected the language and the
customs, including the legal code
which was based on the Napoleonic
Code.
The Island of Mauritius is today an
independent state inside the British
Commonwealth. The Queen of England is Head of State and is represented by a Governor-General whose
role is solely symbolic. The real head
of government is the Prime Minister.

Mauritius, one of the islands of the
archipelago of the Mascareignes, is
situated in the Indian Ocean. It measures at most 36 by 26 miles. It is
truly a turn-table opening on to India,
China, Australia, South Africa and Europe. It is served by a dozen airlines.
Actually it is becoming a meeting
place of the richest tourists. In latter
years also, thanks to the setting up of
a free zone, the country has experienced an industrial developmen t
which is outstanding in . view of its
small size. Over-population none the
less obliges many young people to
emigrate. Their fortune is a problem
for the government.
The population is multi-racial. Inhabitants of Indian origin are divided
into Hindus (50.98% of the whole
population), and Muslims (16.36 %).
Those of European origin (almost all
French) constitute, with the coloured
and those of African origin what is
called the "general population "
(29.32 % of the whole populati on).
There is also a Chinese communi ty
of 3.33 %.
From a religious point of view, since
the census of 1972, of a population
of 826,199, 258,393 are Christian:
245,556 of these are Catholic. There
are 421,705 Hindus, 136,996 Mus lims,
5,701 of various Chinese religion s
(Buddhists, Confucianists or others).
The remainder are without an avowed
religion (923) or are not clearly i ndicated (1,699). In the first half of the
19th century, until Fr. Laval arrived ,
the Catholic Church was in manifest
decline.
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"Fr. Laval is a Mauritian, sir"
./

The history of Mauritius does not lack illustrious names. Many
of them have their monument, in bas-relief or bust, or a statue
in the city squares or the public gardens. If you ask a passer-by
about one or other of them, whose image h e sees every day, it
is a safe bet that h e will reply that the one you talk about must
h ave done great things in his day - and refer you to historians.
These great men belong to the past. Should you ask a similar
qu estion about. Fr. Laval you will be told that he is a saint and
if you question further the answer is always the same :
"Because he loved the poor ".
Many Christians in Mauritius, not unduly worried about Beatification or Canonization, take Laval as a baptismal name.
For tourists Mauritius is known as the country of Fr. Laval
th rough the many signs, inscriptions on the front of institutions,
sh ops or stores, names on streets or avenues, even on lorries.
Mauritius is criss-crossed by bus routes. Here, in Port-Louis,
the capital, the first of a line of buses about to take off, states
its destination as "P. Laval". These are people going to pray a t
the vault where he is burie d, a good creole woman tells us, with
her distinctive accent.
In fact the missionary's tomb is the focal point of popular
devotion. It is visited every day of the year. Every 9 th September, anniversary of Fr. Laval's death, some 60,000 converge there
in coaches, buses or on foot, individually or in groups - groups
wh ich sing and pray. Some, knowing that the confessionals will
be b esieged, have gone to confession a long the way. From
midnight until 6 o'clock the following evening, Masses are said
every two hours.
One is reminded of Fatima. But Fatima draws Christians
only. Here in the crowd which makes its way slowly and silently
towards the tomb, in rows of ten, for twenty four hours, a ll
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religions are represented. The good Father ach ieves unanimity
around his tomb: Catholics and Protestants (whether they be
creole,
or Chinese), Hindus, Moslems, Buddhists and
Confucian ifts.
In a Moslem quarter largely abandoned now by Catholics s ince
the street clashes which took place some years ago, pilgrims are
welcomed with these words on a streamer: "Welcome to Fr. Laval's prilgrims ".
The diversity of religions and ethnic groups divides the population into so many "communities" as they are called: wh ence
arises the problem of coexistence. Hindus are either hindis or
- a lesser group- tamouls. My taxi-driver, a tamoul, who knows
nothing of his client, explains that today is "Cavadee", a community feast. We talk then about different religious persuasions
on the island. For the sake of unity each has its religious holiday .
When Fr. Laval is mentioned the driver intervenes:
"Fr. Laval, he's for all the communities".
This seems the place to put the taxi-driver a question in d irectly :
"What you say interests me; I am from Nor mandy, a fellowcountryman of Fr. Laval".
The driver answers quietly without raising his voice: "Yes, from
Normandy ... but Fr. Laval is a Mauritian, sir" . "Is" not "was" :
he is not of the past. He is always present, trusted confidant of
all their anxieties.

Visits to the tomb are more numerous on Friday. Because it's
a lucky day and superstition plays a part, a sceptic may say . A mor e
serious explanation would be that it is a day of prayer with the
Moslems. For Christians it is the day of the Cross and, besides,
Fr. Laval died on a Friday.
Does the sarcophagus contain the remains of the Venerable
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Jacques Desire Laval? The question must be asked and answered
so that Mauritians may no longer have any doubt on the matter.
The head of a sect particularly militant was once responsible
for d{e rumour that the coffin had been sent to Rome to the Pope.
The'""author of the rumour had to leave the island, but we have
certain proof that there are still Mauritians who b elieve the story
and others who ask if there might not p erhaps be some truth in it.
All should know once and for all that there is no truth in
this strange rumour. Every process of Beatification includes a
ceremony styled "official recognition of the remains". This took
place, in the case of Fr. Laval, on 2nd May, 1923; it was carried
out by two doctors bound by oath, in presence of the Ecclesiastical
Court, of journalists and photographers and of between 200 and
300 persons. The bones were replaced in a new leaden coffin.
One is not obliged to like the building in the centre of which
the sarcophagus is today placed. It is more interesting to s tudy
the group of people which stands around the one who lies here.
There is absolute silence undisturbed by the constant coming
and going. Even prayers are not heard - you can "see" them
by the movement of lips. From time to time some touch the
protective glass with pieces of linen, with flowers or candles which
they may leave or carry away, or they press their hand on the
glass and then pass it over their face .
What do these gestures mean? What are these people asking
for? That woman, for example, over there, is sh e praying for the
conversion of h er husba nd who drinks and beats her and is unfaithful to h er? ... unless she m ay b e seeking forgiveness h erself
for her own infidelities? One would like to question each pilgrim
as he or she leaves. It would b e pointless . They would be too
embarrassed to r eply: they would not be themselves.
In a word what is to be thought of this devotion which has
existed in this external form for more than a hundred years? One
can discuss endlessly the reason which brings people in crowds to
the tomb. It is too easy to reply that it is all due to Fr. Laval's
reputation as a miracle worker. There is probably some truth in
this. All the well-known pilgrimage centres are visited by people
who come to pray especially for their health, their reputation or
their possessions. This is no bad thing. Whatever be thought of
it Fr. Laval's popularity d ates from his lifetime, when there was
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no question of miracles. He is himself the best witness to the
fact which he admitted:
"These good people consider me a saint, whereas I am the most
wretched of.Sinners
11

...;

•

Doubtless the rumour had gone the rounds that he had worked
two cures in the course of his life: a leper and a fellow missionary
stricken with persistent carbuncles - the second disease he was
supposed to have taken on himself - transference of a disease.
Old Mauritians recall having heard the stories from their grand
parents, differently told of course. It is the lot of men whose
memory lives on vividly that legend mingles to some extent with
history. It is the duty of historians to disentangle the threads.
One such authority is of the opinion that in the present case we
are dealing with pure legend. We need h ave no regrets. For thus
homage rendered to Fr. Lava l at the time of his death will stand
out more clearly as the effect of admiration for what he had
been and gratitude for what he had done.
There has been at least one miracle since his death, for the
Church has officially confirmed it. To recognise a miracle in this
way the Church spares no pains. It is the object of an inquiry
which may last for years. This was done in regard to the cure
of an Anglican, whose face was one large purulent sore despite
everything medicine could do. He was cured instantaneously
during a visit to the tomb.
The Church has every reason for practising prudence. But
we are not the Church in such matters. We should be ready to
abide by the result of any official inquiry which confirms or
suggests a review of our judgement, but in the meantime we can
accept worthwhile testimony. For example, however many witnesses there are, a case of nervous illness, itself hypothetical, will
never be officially recognised.
Besides miraculous hap penings there are stories of special
graces, help, the assistance that people are accustomed to ask
for themselves or others.
Here too there is plenty of evidence: not all of the same value,
but impressive by its magnitude, unless one is to assume that
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Mauritians lie as easily as they breathe. For example a priest
has to pay a large bill, overdue. He turns to Fr. Laval: "After all",
he says in prayer, "this work is yours as much as mine". The
sum reaches him on the same day just at the time he had given
his sreditor.
lti}.

This is testimony typical of the kind to be met with frequently
as one travels about Mauritius. Any Mauritian in trouble or in
sorrow thinks of asking Fr. Laval to get things right. Perhaps
this is not art idea of sanctity at the highest level? Is it any the
more to be condemned, seeing that Chirst, who led a human life
on this earth, was one day an invited guest at a wedding and was
prevailed upon to change water into wine just that the married
couple would not blush for humiliation before their guests?

***
The renown of Jacques Desire Laval has received official re·
cognition by the state of Mauritius. The 9th September is a
national holiday. A bronze bust of the future Beatus, the work
of a respected Italian sculptor, Mazzone, was presented to the
nation by the Mauritian delegate to the United Nations and it
is on permanent loan to the Catholic Church.
This ceremony took place in the "Salle du Trone" before mem·
bers of the government and of parliament, of the Diplomatic
Corps, as well as the heads of the different religions.
Papers of every allegiance reported, in one way or another,
this official function. Since Mauritius is a democracy it was not
surprising to read here and there in the Opposition press, the
insinuation that this devotion to Fr. Laval's memory was not
entirely free of political overtones. And if it was so ... here perhaps
is another proof that Fr. Laval belongs to all Mauritians, that
none want any to monopolise him.
The Church too can allow none to force her hand. Yet the
day that she decided to inscribe the name of Jacques Desire Laval
on the list of the Blessed she was but giving official sanction to
the devotion of a whole people. It was a day of pure joy for all
on the island.
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PORT-LOUIS:
The Bishop's
House,
built in 1852.

The Presbytery
seen from Bishop's House.
Father Laval took up residence in a small hut at the
bottom of the yard. To make
it easier for him to get to his
"black children" an entrance
had been made in the surrounding wall an Church St.
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The Message of Jacques Desire Laval
./
Detti- Friend,

(in the form of a letter to a priest in Mauritius)

I owe you a reply. You may not believe it, but it is the truth .
Of all the remarks which I heard during my month long stay in
Holiness or Mauritius yours is the one I think worthy of remembrance. You
said: "People talk of Fr. Laval and of little else. Could one not
piety:
give us, once for all, the message of Fr. Laval". Hear! Hear!
old hat?
You do not then share the view of one of your colleagues, a bit
of a wag, whose comment was maliciously reported to me: "Fr.
Laval was a saint, true enough, but nowadays that is a little
old hat".
That was, I should hope, only a sally. The reason, besides, is
not far to seek. Fr. Laval used the style of his age, which had
something of chocolat e box romanticism. Pious souls, spiritual
writers, good, mediocre or bad, spoke lengthily of their nothingness, their incapacity or uselessness, as elsewhere of their
good dispositions; they were lost in admiration that the rain from
Heaven could deign to bring to life fair plants on the dunghill of
their nature rotted by sin.
Fr. Laval would not write in 1978 as he did in 1850: "my poor
soul, my poor dried up soul, my poor body, my poor Blacks". It
is of course quite possible that in fift y years time the kind of ecclesiastical jargon we use will giddily delight our grand-nephews.
In a word, while admitting that this manner of externally
expressing piety may be ·old hat, one should not delay on that.
For holiness remains and is for all the ages.
Truth to tell I was first surprised that you had not discovered
Fr. Laval's message in all that has been written about him. I went
in search of better informed Mauritians. I confess that after my
first encounter I returned to base and for safety reread certain
passages of the Gospel. A fellow-countryman of yours advised me
to commission an article from one of your economists, sociologists or politicians, showing the problems which today face
your nation.
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PORT-LOUIS: the installing of the bronze bust in the throneroom. The donor, Mr. Ramphul, delivers the address at the
ceremony. On his left, the Prime Minister, His Excellency Dr.
Ramgoolam, and the Right Rev. Jean Margeot, Bishop of the
diocese.

I could not really see how to fit the portrait of Fr. Laval into
any such mosaic.
Though the island of Mauritius is at the intersection of about
ten international airlines linking it with Australia, India, China,
South Africa to mention but a few countries, it is not, however,
the centre of the world. Alas, and again alas, the mass of mankind
has so many irons in the fire, so much reading to absorb attention
that they would probably drop an eyelid - excusing themselves
perhaps - over some lines about a holy priest who prayed and
suffered on this detached fragment of a continent. Fr. Laval lived
in Mauritius, so much the better, but he practised neither as a
sociologist, economist or politician. He stuck to his guns un41

compromisingly and bore himself there as he would have done
in any other circumstances which met him as a priest of the Lord.
Quite frankly it would be sleight of hand to try to reduce a
"universal" model to the dimensions of a regional celebrity.
,/

A 'd:i.niversal" model. On the occasion of the presentation of the
bust, the donor, Mauritian delegate to the United Nations, pointed
to Fr. Laval as "the man who in his lifetime and still more since
his death did not cease, does not cease, to give a lesson of humility,
love of one's n<Hghbour and human greatness".

Now the speaker was not a Catholic but a Hindu, who among
other things had this also to say: "Who among you is not a
fervent admirer of the Venerable Jacques Desire Laval? ... His
presence in Mauritius, his work during his lifetime, his inspiration
which has been about us since his death have always extended
beyond any dividing line of race, religion or colour: they still
do so. How can one speak of the universal appeal of Fr. Laval?
You have only to observe the crowd of Mauritians from every
corner of the island, of every ancestry and culture who each year
on the anniversary of his death, come to show him their attachment, to seek, at his grave, courage, consolation, reassurance,
hope".

For his part the Prime Minister, Indian also, declared: "We
do not see in Fr. Laval the Roman Catholic priest but the saint
who did so much for emancipation of Mauritians".
The comment was taken up by the author of a humorous column in a weekly paper. He remarked that if Fr. Laval had not
been a Catholic priest he would not have been among the benefactors of the Mauritian population. It is easy to see what the
statesman meant but the journalist was right too. Gandhi would
not, perhaps, have been Gandhi without Hindtdsm and one need
not be a Hindu to admire him. No religion can claim a monopoly
of human values. Jacques Desire Laval found the courage to practise them to a heroic degree in the faith he received in his childhood, the way of the Gospel which he followed without concession to self-love, with unbending logic.
A priest! When he arrived in Mauritius in the conditions which
are well known, he had a trump card to establish him and to win
the poor to whom he wished exclusively to devote himself: he
had only to let it be known that he was a doctor. Now he never
once referred to his former profession. He gave up everything
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which did not match the idea he had of his priestly ministry. This
may be a cause of surprise but who will say he was wrong when
a whole population has said that he was right?
Holiness

a challenge.

Christ cfme to free men by his suffering and his resurrection.
To share in this work of redemption one must share in the
suffering of Christ. Prayer and suffering were for Fr. Laval the
foundation of his whole apostolate. Perhaps this was something
unknown to his good Blacks, just that for which they were most
heavily indebted to him.
Humility is another component part of holiness. It is the virtue
most difficult to practise for a priest who succeeds in his
apostolate . As his renown spreads, he runs the risk, without being
aware of it, of casting off the good resolutions he took at the
outset when he was starting his work empty-handed.
Self-imposed modesty is a good thing, but it is not everything.
T o allow others to impose it on you is the necessary counterpart.
The others, in the present case, would be the Superiors who must
be obeyed in every particular by a man living seven thousand
miles away from them .
A model. Yes, but, it may be immediately objected, discouraging
any imitation. I do not agree. Obviously there can be no question
of imposing on or advising anyone to tear his skin with a horsehair belt, to get up each day at 3 o'clock in the morning, to
fast throughout the whole year and so on ... We are not all
champions, as St. Paul himself says. But contrary to what we read
in the reports of the sports pages all who, by the hundredths of a
second, miss the first place at the post are not to be taken as mere
outsiders. Even the last to cross the finishing line will receive the
prize for not having given up at the start.
What then is the message of Fr. Laval?
I am coming to it, taking care not to make a sermon out of this
letter. His message can be put in a few lines: a man proves himself useful to his fellow-men not so much by what he does, by
what he achieves, as by what he is, by what he is worth in the
depths of his being: believers will add, by what he is worth in
the eyes of God. That would appear to be all.
I t's simple and can be put to all men in any country.
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Because Fr. Laval lived in the last century are we to think that
his mode of action is out of fashion? Certainly there are factors
which have entirely changed and oblige us to rethink the pastoral
ministry, the practice of ecumenism for example. Yet if there are
many ways of doing good, not everything need be invented. There
are things in life which remain always relevant. Time would be
saved by studying how others have dealt with them instead of
leaving the record of their lives accumulate dust in archives.
There are many slogans today like "the Church of the poor",
" openness and contact", "sharing", "life in community", "dialogue", "a committed laity", "announcing the Word". All that can
be found in the life of Fr. Laval, all lived to the end, in a completely disinterested spirit.
You can dedicate yourself to the poor while allowing some time
for relaxation, some moments of comfort. Fr. Laval spent his only
moments of relaxation in prayer.
You can care for the poor while remaining at a certain distance
from them, not always perhaps master of your racial prejudice,
adopting at times unconsciously a paternalistic attitude. It all
depends on the degree of humility within you. Because Fr. Laval
was humble he showed respect for others as his equals, wishing
to awaken them to their marvellous potentialities as men who
can become sons of God. All that was put into practice by him
with people just emerging from slavery. Are no those whom he
invited from the outset to help him in his evangelising work a
genuine team of lay collaborators?
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"Openness and contact". For Fr. Laval this was the policy of
the open door the whole year round. The openness could well
have been his way of making contact. He proceeded directly,
proclaimed Jesus Christ at the very beginning . His idea of contact
was .7haring in the suffering of Christ.

In our days, with the reform of the Liturgy, there has been
increasing insistence on the reading of Sacred Scripture. Fr. Laval
had written: "The Word of God has of itself a special power to
enlighten souls and touch hearts which is lacking in the finest
discourses that proceed from reason". If he were to come back
and aim at being the kind of man he had been, there would be
nothing to change in his essential attitude and nothing either iu
many aspects of his conduct.
...........

-.·

On 21st June 1972 there was published the official Roman decree
which recognised that Fr. Laval practised during his life Christian
virtues to an heroic degree. Therein too, as in the recognition of
a miracle, the Church takes time before making an official pronouncement. The cause is heard with arguments for and against;
all the testimony, favourable and unfavourable, is carefully sifted.
This official pronouncement was a first step towards the Beatification now decreed . Mauritians are convinced that this latter
event may contribute to the achievement of the national unity,
which for all is a paramount need, which remains, none the less,
somewhat precarious in a country where the easy tendency would
be to live on one's own with one's own religion, with hardly a
thought for others. As a Mauritian priest put it: "Fr. Laval is a
reconciler. He is the proof that if religion divides, holiness unites".
Since Jacques Desire Laval was a man who belonged to all,
Catholics on the island would scarcely feel inclined to keep their
festive celebration entirely to themse-lves; for they had no more
than any others to do with the qualities of the Servant of God.
Besides, voices have not been lacking to tell them that they are
challenged to renewed responsibility in the service of their country, of their fellow citizens, especially with a view to a union
of hearts. Otherwise the Beatification would miss a much desired
result.
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It is evident that Fr. Laval was a reconciler first by the example
of his sanctity. H e was so too by the exam.ple of his first converts.
Those who learned from him, who were his witnesses, who won
attention and est_eem by their personal betterment, by their sense
of solidariJY and by their generosity, that is their love of their
neighbou-.;.; All of this presupposes unselfishness inspired by the
love of God.
"If Fr. Laval" said Bishop Jean Margeot, of Port Louis "was,
during his life, a man who belonged to all because h e was in the
true sense and more than any other a man of God, he remains
for us today the symbol of the unity of Mauritius in its cultural,
racial and religious diversity. Holiness alone unites. God alone
can aid us to overcome our divisions and achieve unity. The
best workers for this unity will be those who share in the holiness
of God and become the pure images of his love".

END

I..
The new Holy Ghost Church, opened in 1968. The old one had been
destroyed by a cyclone.
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The archives of the Holy Ghost Congregation in Paris contain many letters of Fr. Laval,
and also
sermon notes (above) writen in latin! and later preached very simply in
Creole, to h1s "dear Black children".
'
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The author of this pamphlet did not intend to
write the life of a saint. He leaves it to the
readers of this booklet to judge for themselves
of the sanctity of Fr. Laval.
If they decide that he was a saint, they will
not be the first to make the discovery. In
Mauritius the name of Fr. Laval is a household
word. Hindus, Moslems, Buddhists, as well as
Christians and unbelievers are constantly
saying that he was just that. From another
point of view, they consider him also a national hero.
How can this phenomenal popularity of some
one who has been dead for more than one
hundred years be explained?
The author was asked to visit the country and
collect information first-hand. Of all the evidence
gathered, what struck him most was that this
humble priest, working on a despised people,
set apart from the rest of the population,
created a new social class which has produced
many notable personages. That evidently did
not just happen. It meant much argument and,
for himself, much mortification. It should also
be noted that this peaceful " revolutionary"
had no resources.
The secret of his success was, quite simply,
that as a priest of Christ and out of respect
for men, he made himself the poorest of the
poor.

